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Competitive Marksman Action

1. Equipment

1.1. Belts
The shooter is allowed to wear one single belt of maximum 5.0cm (or 2”) width. The belt must go
through all but 2 belt loops of the trousers.

1.2. Holster
The holster must
- be a strong side OWB (Outside the Waist Band) belt holster
- protect the firearm from moving with a minimum of level 1 (passive) retention
- cover the trigger and prevent it from being activated
- the entire front strap of the pistol must be above the belt
- have a closed front: maximal distance between breech face of fully holstered pistol and
beginning of closed front is 40mm
- be positioned at the 9h or 3h position on the belt
- hold the firearm vertically or with a maximum rearward cant of 20º
- hold the firearm maximum 20mm away from the body
Clothing must be worn in a way that it cannot interfere with the safe holstering or drawing of a
firearm.

1.3. Loading Device Pouches
Loading devices may be carried in pockets or in loading device pouches.
Magazine pouches must:
- cover minimum 50mm of the magazine on all sides
- hold the magazine vertical or with maximum cant of 10º
- hold the magazine with with long edge towards the body (no ‘bullet out’ position)
- hold the magazine maximum 20mm away from the body
- be positioned at the opposite side of the holster at roughly the 3h or 9h position on the belt

1.4. Drop Pouches
Drop pouches are allowed in 2-gun competitions. The shooter can place one drop pouch
anywhere on the belt. The pouch can have the maximum dimensions of:
Height x width x depth = 200 x 200 x 100mm
For handgun matches, drop pouches are not allowed.

1.5. Clothing
Clothing must be practical and safe. It must be worn in a way that it cannot interfere with the
safe holstering or drawing of a firearm. It must be safe for fast movement with a firearm in a
stage as well as going into and out of shooting positions.
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